Plastics Plus was started in 1991, as a family business by Barry
White (Chairman) and his son Stuart White (Managing Director).
They have run a successful business for nearly 20 years, enjoying
year on year increases in turnover and growing to a team of 36
employees, with a collective knowledge of over 275 years in the
plastics industry. The philosophy of the business has always been
about great products and first class, friendly service, and after 20
years we feel that we can say we deliver that and will continue to
do so.
“More than just plastic” means that we aim to provide more than
just a straight forward range of plastic sheet, we provide solutions
to our client’s applications and for that we need the equipment to
do so. That’s why we continue to invest in high quality, state of the
art machines.
Plastics Plus has just purchased their 8th machine from Homag
UK. “We have been so pleased with the quality of the product and
the service we receive that we would certainly recommend Holzma
machines. We consider them to be the best for the job and since
that’s what we strive for it makes sense” says Managing Director,
Stuart White.
The new machine, a 530P model, will replace an existing machine
which had given excellent, long service, with minimal service and
maintenance. It is intended that this new machine will last 10
years plus, providing uninterrupted service without loss of
performance. This will be achieved with the technical support of
Holzma for on-going modifications and development, together with
the Plastics Plus production expertise.
Plastics Plus and Homag UK have worked together for over 15
years and the understanding of each other’s business that has
developed over this time means that Plastics Plus have enjoyed
excellent service which is unrivalled in the Plastics Industry. The
first machine was a standard model, but through close working
partnership and understanding Holzma have developed machines
from their standard wood working range to meet the requirements
of the plastics industry and the Plastics Plus business in particular.

Future investments in new machines from Holzma are planned to
keep Plastics Plus ahead of the field in cutting technology.
Plastics Plus offers a friendly, efficient service, together with a
quality range of products developed by the leading manufacturers
from across Europe.
Plastics Plus supplies to a wide range of markets, which include
point of sale, sign and display, glazing and outdoor advertising.
With products designed for use in many street furniture
applications, Plastics Plus has become the first choice supplier for
this market.
Plastics Plus has a proven track record for the supply of products
into the retail and design markets. Our products offer a wide range
of design options together with product performance.
Plastics Plus is committed to providing our customers with the very
best customer service. Our experienced team aim to provide
practical solutions specifically tailored to the exacting need of the
client and their application.
Says Stuart White, “A key factor in our excellent service record is
our state of the art CNC cutting equipment, from Homag UK. This
ensures reliable and repeatable accuracy and an edge finish to our
plastic sheet that is second to none. We can cut panels to
whatever our client’s requirements for size and thickness, and can
process sheets up to 6 metres in length on our oversize CNC saw,
specifically built for Plastics Plus to cut our range of oversize
sheets.”
“The Homag saws we have are ideal for working with the vast
range of sheet products we process. This includes acrylic,
polycarbonate, pvc and petg, in a large range of thicknesses and
sizes. Most recently we have seen a trend towards thinner gauge
material, which requires specialized cutting facilities, and this is an
area that Plastics Plus has developed with Holzma and the unique
saw blade technology we use. We particularly value the extraction
systems which eliminate swarf at the point of cut to give a swarffree finish, thereby reducing our client’s processing times by
supplying them with product ready for use.”
The two Plastics Plus locations in Wolverhampton and Nottingham
work together with their range of six specifically built, high
performance saws to provide a swift cutting and processing
service to meet our client’s exacting deadlines.

Together with the use of cutting optimization software, at Plastics
Plus, they can also ensure that clients gain the best value from the
sheet sizes used to cut the required panels from.
The Plastics Plus team is highly trained to use equipment to
provide the highest level of cut to service. The quick and
comprehensive programming capabilities make it quick for them to
switch from one material to the next.
Plastics Plus operates a shift-based system, which means they
can act swiftly to all enquiries. Plastics Plus proudly boast that
over 90% of all deliveries are made on a next day basis.
The latest choice of the new Holzma 530 P Model was based on
the increased capacities, efficiencies and improved level of
performance. Says Stuart White, Managing Director “The Plastics
Plus investment in this model shows our commitment to providing
a cutting service which is second to none, and ahead of the market
– just what our customers deserve!

Contact Plastics Plus at www.plasticsplus.co.uk or
+44 1902 715131 or +44 1159 755968

More than just plastic

